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UFCM IS WITH YOU
TO HELP ACHIEVE
YOUR GOALS.
CREATING SUSTAINABLE,
COMFORTABLE AND
USABLE INDOOR
ENVIRONMENTS
FOR EVERYONE.

Meeting the
challenges,
inside and out

The increase in population within our urban
environments over a relatively short time, has
resulted in the need for more buildings, not just
tall multi-occupancy buildings, but those which
provide services to an increased community,
such as hospitals, education establishments,
hotels and leisure facilities.
Whilst combating the effects of increased urbanisation,
it’s also important to ensure our building practices meet the
standards which affect indoor environments. Those which
include indoor comfort, that provide more energy-efficient
and sustainable heating systems, whilst ultimately helping to
create a feeling of wellbeing. Underfloor heating can support
that wellbeing, helping to promote responsive, productive
and healthy minds.

The right underfloor
heating from the
right partner
Traditional heating methods in residential housing
can be effective sources of heating a property,
but larger structures demand more sustainable,
more controllable and more efficient methods.
Which is why UFCM, with our inherent knowledge and technical
understanding of this type of system, is the market leading
choice for your next underfloor heating project. With the number
and size of our manufacturing facilities and the stock levels we
hold, together with, should you need it, access to the largest

UFCM, part of the Polypipe Group, is with you to help achieve

distribution network in the industry, we can support you to ensure

these goals, enabling you to create sustainable, comfortable

your projects are completed on time and in full, from designing

and usable indoor environments for everyone.

the right system to providing the optimal working and living
flexibility your customers require.
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Underfloor
climate,
managed
With outdoor climate change continuing
to bring new challenges, sustainable indoor
climate management, while maintaining
comfort, is becoming ever more important.
UFCM is not so much a new partner in the industry but
one backed by the expertise and heritage of the wider
Polypipe Group. Our team has specialist knowledge
with over 30 years’ experience in the underfloor
heating sector, and with a complete understanding
of what makes a successful project within commercial
applications. So, you can be confident that underfloor
heating systems from us, can help you create the
comfortable indoor environment you require.

FROM HIGH-RISE
RESIDENTIAL AND
COMMERCIAL
OFFICE PROJECTS
TO HEALTHCARE AND
LEISURE FACILITIES

With you on
leisure, hotels,
high-rise and
multi-occupancy
Naturally, with today’s focus on environment,
we are ahead of the curve, working with
Architects, M&E Consultants, Contractors
and Developers to deliver solutions that
provide superior design flexibility and
outstanding performance. Our team of
experts are also with you to provide all the
technical information you need whilst making
everything as straightforward as possible.
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With you on your
customers’ level
We have specialist insight to bring
sustainability and indoor comfort of
your commercial and multi-occupancy
buildings; either from a newbuild
perspective or retrofit.

Design freedom
Underfloor heating provides the ultimate in design
flexibility, creating the spaces your customers
require without compromising on style. Negating
the need for radiators, and completely out of sight,
our systems promote the clean lines of your design
without interruption, leaving walls to be utilised
for better things. And with heat evenly distributed,
complete comfort can be achieved with no hot or
cold spots.

Feeling good
As the name suggests, radiators radiate heat,
taking cold air and radiating hot air, and dust
particles, back into the room in a circular motion.
Underfloor heating systems minimise air circulation
and reduce airborne dust. A welcome relief for
asthma sufferers. And with a constant ambient
temperature, controllable of course, people with
chronic joint pain will also benefit from any one
of our systems.

Sustainably better
Because our underfloor heating systems are
water-based and not electric, they’re more energy
efficient, easier to control, and input temperatures
are lower than those of radiator-based systems. Our
controls allow for effortless temperature regulation
across multiple zones and provide the right amount
of output to provide the most efficient results.
We’ve also designed our range of underfloor heating
with the future in mind. They can be connected into
the sustainable energy of tomorrow, such as ground
and air source heat pumps. It’s not only the best way
to achieve optimal design freedom, it’s the smart
way to future-proof your project.
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Technical expertise

The service you
want with the
support you need

Design support

As part of the wider Polypipe Group, we have
the capability to provide the best solutions
for your project.
From our top-level Sales and Technical Management
teams to our Design and Heating Engineers, Research
and Development Technicians and Manufacturing

Site support &
commissioning

and Support Services, we are fully conversant with
our products, systems and processes, the latest
performance requirements, regulations and legislation
to confidently offer you Warranties that are actually
worth something.
We’re with you, designing the most suitable
system for your project, ensuring it meets
regulations and is of a specification that

Future proof
heating

meets your customer’s expectations. We’re
with you, supporting you with technical or
design advice. We’re with you, providing
confidence and added security by utilising
our Accredited Installation Partners for your
important installation. But we’re with you
too, working with installers of your own
choice to enable a flawless finish.

Product
availability

From installation and a scheduled delivery
service that works around you, we’re with
you, commissioning your new systems
and providing site support throughout
your project.

Warranties
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HELPING TO
CREATE A SMARTER,
CLEANER AND MORE
CONTEMPORARY
SPACE.

Underfloor is now
and the future
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Underfloor heating systems are the smarter choice for
regulating the overall comfort levels in any environment,
but no two projects are generally the same.

Our Acoustic systems include sound deadening

This is why we offer a variety of systems to ensure every application is

include features for today’s modern buildings, like

covered, from multiple floor and single room applications to lighter, more

on-the-go accessibility, touchscreen flexibility and

practical systems for over-the floor applications.

managing up to 40 zones from one master unit.

material which have been specifically developed for
multi-floor applications. And complementing all of
our underfloor heating systems, our range of controls
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With you on specifying
the right system
Low profile screed

New-build projects
From early design stage,
underfloor heating can be
easily installed during the
construction phase.

Introducing our system portfolio. From our traditional Staple and
Clip Rail systems to our over-the-floor and between-the-joists systems,
you have the flexibility for any underfloor heating application.

suitable controls, you have a
complete system solution for

Red floor plate

a successful, energy-efficient

Heatmiser range

and sustainable heating

The in-floor system

project. And because our

Clip rail

systems are designed to work

If you’re excavating floors as
part of a new build, extension or
renovation, the most suitable option
is to install the underfloor heating
system within the new floor.

with air source and ground
Staple

source heat pumps, you’re new
Smart

Standard

Simple

Underfloor heating can
be installed as a retrofit
application or new-build for
Commercial Extensions such as
school or hospital offices.

Fit from below double
heat spreader plate

Overlay™ Lite 15
(Suspended floor)
The between joist system
To avoid adding height to the
floor, the system fits between the
joists; usually for upper
floors and some extensions.

Underfloor heating can be
implemented during a conversion
from residential into commercial
applications and can offer
flexibility to accommodate
different floor types.

Room temperature sensor
with boost function
Single room system
Radiator controls

Modular heating panels
Multi-room system
Double heat spreader plates

Associated products
Manifolds
Overlay™
Pump pack with mixing valve

The over-floor system

Reduce time and cost by simply
installing over an existing floor
without the need to excavate.
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even fewer carbon emissions.

Room temperature sensor

Overlay™ Lite 15

Retrofit on existing floors

system is able to reduce the
flow temperatures to initiate

Generation 2 Smart Plus controls

Extensions

Renovations of all sizes

Complemented with the most

Controls

If excavating a floor or where
joists are at irregular intervals,
the over-the-floor system can
be installed over existing floors
without drastically raising the
floor height.

Isolation valves
Overlay™ Plus
Zone valves

FOR MORE
INFORMATION VISIT
UFCM.CO.UK

Acoustic systems
Single zone electric boiler
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Already enjoying
the benefits

With you on your
next project

From careful renovation to new-build specification,
we’ve worked alongside our customers to deliver
future-proof heating and climate management
solutions without compromising design or value.

Working closely with all our customers, we are able to
acknowledge and understand past, present and future
construction challenges.

Our systems have helped create efficient and sustainable

company Nuaire. To complement our underfloor heating solutions, we can

commercial buildings, while minimising whole-life costs and

also provide effective and efficient, sustainable low-energy ventilation and

offering superior occupant comfort.

MVHR systems that use fewer natural resources, helping the drive towards

We help create the complete indoor comfort solution with our sister

zero carbon.
With tried and trusted products and services, unrivalled technical expertise
and a thorough understanding of commercial construction markets, we’ll
be with you to deliver buildings that are more than mere accommodation.
We’ll help you deliver indoor spaces where people’s lives are happier,
healthier and more relaxing – whilst elevating the market value of
your scheme or building. We can help you to achieve all of that.
Because we’re with you at the beginning, during and
onward… on every level.

Residential
redevelopment.
Hogwarts

Contemporary
commercial office
space. SLG

This is just the beginning, there’s so much
more to discover. We have a complete
suite of technical information, data
sheets and installation guides to help
you plan your project.
Our technical literature including detailed data
sheets will provide a real insight to what’s possible.
CAD drawings along with product and system
technical specification details will enable you
to design your system without compromise. And
application examples will help to get your project
off the ground sooner and can help the decision
process when working with us.

The Old Workshop
You’ll find everything you need on our website.
Simply visit ufcm.co.uk
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Professional Development Centre,
Sandall Stones Road,
Kirk Sandall,
Doncaster
DN3 1QR
E. ufcminfo@polypipe.com
W. ufcm.co.uk
Part of the Polypipe Group
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